stable data transmission, the device also requires a tracking system on the transmitter side. The laser terminal consists of a control system with electronic power supply, a computer terminal, microcontrollers (that control the movement of the laser terminal), an inertial measurement unit (for velocity and orientation), the optical bench inside the cabin of the aircraft, and a dome-shaped assembly below the cabin (see Figure 4) . FELT II
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uses a two-stage tracking system with a fine pointing assembly mounted on the optical bench, and a coarse pointing assembly covered by the dome to protect it from environmental stress during flight.
The transmitting system of the laser terminal is optimized for the data rate of 1Gbps, and has a gigabit Ethernet interface. A field-programmable gate array-based transceiver generates the optical signal. This has a custom-designed transmission protocol capable of overcoming the impairments of FSO communications. 5 To demonstrate TOGS's capacity in a disaster scenario, we undertook a flight campaign in a rural area near the Bavarian Alps (see Figure 5 ). We set up TOGS to receive data from the Do228 with the installed laser terminal. The data onboard the aircraft comes from a wide-angle camera system, which comprises three cameras arranged to capture a maximum angle of 104
• . With an image size of 5616 3744 pixels and a frame rate of 5Hz, the optical link transmitted images from the camera onboard to TOGS. 3 The aircraft flew up to 50km with a height of 6500ft above sea level. In summary, we have presented a highly portable and adaptable ground station capable of receiving data at a rate of 1Gbps
Continued on next page from aircraft, to improve surveillance from the air. The next step for our technology is the development of a smaller and more lightweight laser terminal. This would make the device suitable for use in smaller carriers such as helicopters, enabling greater flexibility for large-scale events and disasters. Christopher Schmidt holds an MSc in engineering (information and communication technologies) from the University of Erlangen-Nuremberg. He has been a member of the optical communication systems group at the German Aerospace Center since 2011.
